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Biography

• Kim Jong-un was born in 8 of 
January 1983 in Pyongyang, North 
Korea.

• Kim Jong-un is a North 
Korean politician serving 
as Supreme Leader of North 
Korea since 2011 and also serving 
as the Chairman (previously called 
first secretary) of the Workers' Party 
of Korea since 2012. Kim is the 
second child of Kim 
Jong-il (1941–2011) and Ko 
Yong-hui (1952–2004).  He is the 
grandson of Kim Il-sung, who was 
the first leader of North Korea from 
1948 to 1994.  Kim is the first North 
Korean leader who was born after 
the country's founding.

• From late 2010, Kim Jong-un was viewed as heir 
apparent to the leadership of the DPRK, and 
following the elder Kim's death, North Korean 
state television announced him as the "Great 
Successor". Kim holds the titles of Chairman of 
the Workers' Party of Korea (as First 
Secretary between 2012 and 2016), Chairman of 
the Central Military Commission, Chairman of the 
State Affairs Commission, Supreme Commander 
of the Armed Forces of the Democratic People's 
Republic of Korea, and member of 
the Presidium of the Politburo of the Workers' 
Party of Korea, the highest decision-making body 
in North Korea. Kim was promoted to the rank 
of Marshal of North Korea in the Korean People's 
Army on 18 July 2012, consolidating his position 
as the Supreme Commander of the Armed 
Forces and is often referred to as Marshal Kim 
Jong-un, "the Marshal" or "Dear Respected" by 
state media.



Early life
• Scarce information on Kim Jong-un's early life comes 

from North Korean defectors and people who have 
claimed to witness him abroad, such as during his 
school attendance in Switzerland. Some of the 
information has been conflicting and contradictory, 
perhaps confusing him with his brother, Kim 
Jong-chul, who also attended school in Switzerland 
around the same time.

• North Korean authorities and state-run media have 
stated that Kim's birthdate was 8 January 1983, but 
South Korean intelligence officials believe the actual 
date is a year later. It is thought that Kim's official birth 
year was changed for symbolic reasons; 1983 marks 
70 years after the birth of his grandfather, Kim Il-sung, 
and 40 years after the official birth of his father Kim 
Jong-il. The US Treasury Department lists Kim 
Jong-un's official birthdate as 8 January 1984. Former 
basketball star Dennis Rodman said that this was Kim's 
birthdate after meeting in September 2013 in North 
Korea.

• Kim Jong-Un was the second of three children Ko 
Yong-hui bore to Kim Jong-il; his elder brother Kim 
Jong-chul was born in 1981, while his younger 
sister, Kim Yo-jong, is believed to have been born in 
1987.



Succession

• Kim Jong-un's eldest half-brother, Kim Jong-nam, had been the favorite to succeed, but reportedly 
fell out of favor after 2001, when he was caught attempting to enter Japan on a fake passport to 
visit Tokyo Disneyland. Kim Jong-nam was killed in Malaysia in 2017 by suspected North Korean 
agents. Kim Jong-il's former personal chef, Kenji Fujimoto, revealed details regarding Kim Jong-un, 
with whom he had a good relationship,stating that he was favored to be his father's successor. 
Fujimoto also said that Jong-un was favored by his father over his elder brother, Kim Jong-chul, 
reasoning that Jong-chul is too feminine in character, while Jong-un is "exactly like his father".



Leader of North Korea

• On 17 December 2011, Kim Jong-il died. Despite the elder Kim's plans, it was not immediately clear after his death 
whether Jong-un would in fact take full power, and what his exact role in a new government would be.Some analysts 
had predicted that when Kim Jong-il died, Jang Song-thaek would act as regent, as Jong-un was too inexperienced to 
immediately lead the country.

• Following his father's death, Kim Jong-un was hailed as the "great successor to the revolutionary cause of Juche", 
"outstanding leader of the party, army and people" and "respected comrade who is identical to Supreme 
Commander Kim Jong-il", and was made chairman of the Kim Jong-il funeral committee.



Economic policies

• A set of comprehensive economic 
measures, the "Socialist Corporate 
Responsible Management System", 
were introduced in 2013. The 
measures increase the autonomy of 
enterprises by granting them 
"certain rights to engage in business 
activities autonomously and elevate 
the will to labor through 
appropriately implementing the 
socialist distribution system". 
Another priority of economic 
policies that year was agriculture, 
where the pojon(vegetable garden) 
responsibility system was 
implemented. The system 
reportedly achieved a major 
increase in output in some 
collective farms.



Nuclear weapons development

• Under Kim Jong-un, North Korea has continued to develop nuclear weapons. At a plenary meeting of the Central 
Committee of the Workers' Party held on 31 March 2013, Kim Jong-un announced that North Korea will adopt "a 
new strategic line on carrying out economic construction and building nuclear armed forces simultaneously".

• According to several analysts, North Korea sees the nuclear arsenal as vital to deter an attack, and it is unlikely that 
North Korea would launch a nuclear war. According to a RAND Corporation senior researcher, Kim Jong-un believes 
that nuclear weapons are his guarantee of regime survival. During the 7th Congress of the Workers' Party of Korea in 
2016, Kim Jong-un stated that North Korea would "not use nuclear weapons first unless aggressive hostile forces use 
nuclear weapons to invade on our sovereignty".



Personality

• Kenji Fujimoto, a Japanese chef 
who claims to have worked as Kim 
Jong-il's personal cook, described 
Kim Jong-un as "a chip off the old 
block, a spitting image of his father 
in terms of face, body shape, and 
personality".According to the cook, 
Jong-un is a big fan of The 
Beatles and Jean-Claude Van 
Damme.

• The Washington Post reported in 
2009 that Kim Jong-un's school 
friends recalled he "spent hours 
doing meticulous pencil drawings 
of Chicago Bulls superstar Michael 
Jordan". He was obsessed 
with basketball and computer 
games.
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Health

• In 2009, reports suggested that Kim 
Jong-un was a diabetic and suffered 
from hypertension.He is also known 
to smoke cigarettes.

• Kim Jong-un did not appear in public 
for six weeks in September and 
October 2014. State media reported 
that he was suffering from an 
"uncomfortable physical condition". 
Previously he had been seen 
limping. When he reappeared, he 
was using a walking stick.

• In September 2015, the South 
Korean government commented 
that Kim appeared to have gained 
30 kg in body fat over the previous 
five years, reaching a total 
estimated body weight of 130 kg.



Family

• On 25 July 2012, North Korean state media reported for the first time that Kim 
Jong-un is married to Ri Sol-ju.Ri, who was believed to be in her early 20s, had been 
accompanying Kim Jong-un to public appearances for several weeks prior to the 
announcement.  According to a South Korean analyst, Kim Jong-il had hastily 
arranged the marriage after suffering a stroke in 2008, the two married in 2009, and 
they had a child in 2010.  Dennis Rodman, after visiting in 2013, reported that they 
had a daughter named Ju-ae.  However, South Korean sources speculated that they 
could have many children.


